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Battle. net app ing slow

Updated: 2 months ago article ID: 43662 My game common issues is too slow to download and you can change in-game download rates in Battle.net app settings under Install/Update Game. To maximize the game download rate, the maximum network bandwidth limit must be set to zero. By default, the download rate for future repair data is limited to 100 KB per second. If you set your limit to zero but your
download speed doesn't improve, visit the article Troubleshoot our installation and repair problems. Please sign in to send feedback. Technical support support hello, my dispatcher is very slow. It takes a minute to boot/login and then another until it becomes responsive and being able to press any buttons. Does anyone else have the same problem? Every piece of advice is appreciated. Edit: Reinstall. The
same. Best regards, the last time this happened to me. I saw that it was my problem, an Internet connection, if it wasn't an Internet connection problem. Then try turning it on in Compatibility Mode 7 windows. Hello, my Internet is not the problem. I tried it in compatibility mode and it's still the same. The transporter basically freezes and takes a minute to do anything. Best regards, have you tried to disable
antivirus while you battle.net launcher ? B-Net launcher has always been slow for me, on my i5 old I had to wait around 1 minute to be able to click play, now on my new i7 it still takes too long to start but it's much faster. Maybe it's because it needs to connect to the server to show you all these features, ads etc. Hello, my battle network launcher worked flawlessly two days ago and I'm with an old i3
processor. Yours is much better in both cases. Now I remember that when it started happening there was a specific update to a battle network launcher. I haven't been here in a week. Maybe it's time to send a card and let you know what the feedback is. Best regards, it solved my problem us.battle.net I have Windows 10 64 bit pc and since I have this my blizzard app starts so slowly, taes about 80 -100
seconds and my computer gets slow, I can't do anything because it's all behind and crashing, it's never happened before on my windows 7 pc and... 6 Love Hello Cowstorm, huge thanks to you friend. It's something that was published two years ago! Blizzard, please make a note. I was going to report back that we can't solve this with the support. I've owned WoW for 11 years now if I'm not mistaken. 99% of
the times I had a problem with the game, it was always the players who helped me solve them. Thank you again!!! Problem solved!!! Welcome, 1 like this solved my problem in Windows 7 x64 Это рееение вомовво вснранину лровемм на Windows 7 x64 Blizzard Forums – 1 April 20 Hey! My Battle.net app has been working slowly for months, it's a 5-6s delay that happens every time I ask an app to take
any action. Change tabs, click the Play button, and the Settings menu took me around 5-6 seconds to execute. It seems to be happening to... Reading time: 1 : 1 ❤ know a lot of people Warzone's season4 download now, but these download speeds are just an insult to modern games ! I started at 1 or 2 MB/s but right now it's only 100KB/s. And it's not prime-time time here. I would show some
understanding if not for the fact that there is little notice of my blizzard launcher for more than a month now that says we are aware of slow download speeds to fix the problem. 39 Love it sucks dude I have the same problem here no understanding at all for one company like Blizzard / Activision 1 euro servers per million people ! 3 Likes weird enough, swapping my area for Asia on a Bnet launcher bounced
my speed up to 4MB/sec even though I'm Central Europe. It's still slow but better than nothing. Edit: This nvm is down to 2MB/s again 1 as the same issue in each fix... So ridiculous... A little indie company... You suck! 6 Likes I wonder how repair data goes down to client computers using the blizzard launcher? Do this on a single connection connected to your download servers or do you use a torrent style
system. If you are not using the torrent download style for patch data will not be a potential solution to your current ongoing issues regarding downloading patches at this time? This means that users will not be solely related to downloading patches from your download servers, but can also download chunks of packet data that they do not have from other users and thus take some stress away from you. I
feel that under current circumstances it will benefit everyone. 1 Also these download speeds are rediculous. I left the computer alone for 3 hours and I'm only at 1%. I moved from Europe to Asia and went from 70KB/s to 3.5MB/s. But don't worry, people, they're aware of the problem, or so they've been saying for months. 1 As Europe: 100kb /s Asain: Up to 6mb/s now amd still accelerate seems limited at
6mb/s same problem, often speeds drop to 300kb/s then have to perform some dark magic dance by setting a speed limit of 200kb/s, fugue, starts again, then set limit 0 (unlimited). Smaller fixes (200-300mb) I get my maximum speed of 9MB/s, seems to be a problem with larger fixes. 1 As the same problem for me! We'll see problems for all the time for everyone downloading. I assume everyone has the
definition of a Bandwitdh network, both set to zero? That's what's my... Same thing, again they need to stop using these little launchers with an unsuitable spine to spread their games. Effie, Blizzard, they both see it on a regular basis. Terrible game launchers, with terrible network capabilities, and no impartible solutions. It's like they don't want money, because I now buy other games because this download
speed will take 7-8 days to fix. And I'm now by 2 steam games with money I 99% would use the game on skins etc but now 0% chance of that... 3 likes here in Italy the same, I have a 1gbit/sec connection... The server is very slow, I tried all (EU, AS, USA). 1 Like I really don't think you guys are, too. The issues that stand by Imao. It's not a simple fix that they can just pull out of the air. Its a massive game
that, when updates are released, has millions of players all trying to install it at the same time around the world. If you just wait until tomorrow and have some patience, the download speeds will be fine. If it really bothers you that much, switch to the console. They do not install from battle.net service and therefore have a better overall download speed. 1 like this is the worst launcher app I've ever used on a
PC!! EPIC game launcher even shames it, it's embarrassing how bad it is!! Why cod 2019 don't launch on steam or source , so we can actually download updates at a decent rate!! 1 as 2,6 KB/s. How to make your customers hate you to save some money against the backdrop oh the internet can't take all this traffic - blues, your company is just f***ing it big time. Also, a profanity filter? Really? 3 likes this is
not the first game played by millions of players. That's no excuse for what anything is. It's just awful 2 likes it soook hard. So fabric speed as always from the blizzard. Amberll, I'm sorry. I've never seen worse speed when a dow patch stains from the blizzard. Be like that every time there's a bigger fix. You need to rethink how you distribute it. I currently have 1.5 megabytes to the end. I have a 500 megahour connection. From time to time it can be so bad 15-20 kb /s or 0. It's so slow. Slower than a 1990 mobile download. This is the last game I'll ever be by you. Total failure. 3 likes (a post withdrawn by the author, will be deleted automatically within 24 hours unless marked) it's very simple, I have my download of warzone season 4, running since 10am GMT (British time) its now 6pm simple maths for you,
8hrs,Are you taking Pxxxxx seriously, there's no reason ever it would be its way is downloaded especially when I started it, and it was downloading at 7.5MBs and now its at 70 to 600Kbs, If this is what you call srevice in the current global situation then it is a joke, we are the people who need the support, then give us what we require, upgrade, set up, instal new servers to deal with the problem you caused
by not supporting what was possible from the giver you say in the covid message that you do everything to keep up with ??? How im up to 8 hours so far havnt received mid-download 40 gig then while im key worker looking after people and preparing medical devices for patients, I have to go home and come to peace with this garbage because you are doing the best job ??? 4 Likes they got our $$$ and
don't seem to care how long it takes to DL these updates! Maybe it's time they upgraded their 5600th modem to the 21st century? Next page → →
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